Xoriant Application Kickstarter
In recent times, applications are based on open source technologies which can be easily ported to any
web-supported platform viz, Android, Windows, and Firefox OS etc. Since the foray of Firefox OS in the
market, open web app development has flourished more and the open web community is increasing.
Xoriant has been a development partner in India with Mozilla for creating numerous HTML5 based Firefox
OS applications with a dedicated team for development and supporting. This immense knowledge and
experience led to development of an accelerator called Xoriant Application Kickstarter.
Xoriant Application Kickstarter is a combination of modular, pluggable, re-usable components for
creating open web apps, specialized for Firefox OS app development. A lot of out of the box UI
components of this accelerator aids Xoriant team in rapid development of open web apps including
Firefox OS apps.
The accelerator has vastly simplified the
development process, shortened the
release times, enhanced product quality
and improved team confidence in
building these applications. This offers
a competitive advantage to Xoriant for
acquiring more projects in this realm
and even rapidly executing them. Since
it is easily adaptable to other web
platforms, it has helped Xoriant in
developing applications for its projects
on other compatible platforms.
The Kickstarter employs multiple topof-the-line front-end technologies viz.
Angular, Twitter Bootstrap, Node, NPM,
Bower, Gulp, and Browser Sync to
achieve the rapid development.
XAK Key Features




A complete application stub that runs out of the box
Provides instant access to “most commonly used” features out of the box
Provides pluggable and reusable components to facilitate extension of modules

XAK Key Benefits







Readily available out-of-the-box components reduce development time by 30%.
In-built automation tools provide greater control on the project deliverables
Reusability of web components & modules & easily adaptable to other web
platforms
Pluggable components allow to extend the modules and/or creating a new module
Fast and simple to consume using command line interface (CLI)
Ensures consistency in web products developed using the accelerator
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